

International Relations Cell (IRC)

About IRC

Our university’s IRC was first introduced by our Hon. Vice-Chancellor, Prof. K. Murugan with an aim of opening up new avenues and a whole new world of opportunities both in academic and research areas in a global scale. IRC is established to combine the intellectual diversity and analytical rigor to provide a special stimulating environment for faculty and students of our university.

Our Aim

IRC is an extended wing of our university which is intended to engross our faculty members and students as partners with other international academic and research organisations. We, at The IRC strive to develop professional partnerships to promote, strengthen and expand the links with other international universities in the form of various Students and Faculty exchange programs, Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), Collaborative projects, Conduct of International Joint Seminars/Conferences and Foreign Language Programmes, etc. We believe that the IRC will definitely facilitate the integration of the international students and research communities into our arena.

Activities at IRC

International Student & Faculty Exchange Programs:

This facility at IRC initiates our students and faculty to work hand in-hand with eminent academicians, researchers and brilliant students from all over the world. The student exchange program at IRC attracts interested students from our and other universities of various disciplines to work with faculty in the respective areas of technological advancements. The Faculty exchange program at IRC is for the academicians and researchers who are interested to learn, discuss and work with the ever progressing research activities and developments in various clusters of disciplines like arts, sciences and humanities studies. The IRC helps in coordinating the arrival and staying arrangements for the students and faculty visiting the campus as a part of exchange program.

MoU’s with the Universities:

IRC encourages the signing of MoU with various premier international universities and industries that supports an unabated and tremendous development of our university. MoU is believed to motivate research among young Postgraduate students and Research scholars. The IRC also supports the faculty and students going on short and long term visits to MoU institutions. MoUs also aids collaborative projects and conduct of International Joint Seminars/Conferences with the MoU signed international institutes.
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